
Herbstlicher Kranz mit Pilzen
Instructions No. 670

The pretty wreath is ideal for a lantern glass with candle, butcan also be used as a wall wreath. The small mushrooms are made from half Polystyrene balls,
small bark trunks or round sticks and Structure Paste and fit in every autumn decoration.

Here's how it works  

Glue the bark trunks to a piece of cardboard for easier working with hot glue. The Polystyrene balls cut in half with a long, sharp knife and stick the cut surface
in the middle of the bark trunks. The high temperature of the hot glue causes the stick to melt into the hemisphere.

Fill the hemispheres with light structure paste and draw circles into the moist mass with a wooden stick. Allow to dry thoroughly, then prime the large
mushrooms with indian yellow and the small mushrooms with may green. After drying, wipe the yellow mushrooms with a cloth, the Terracotta may green
mushrooms with olive green. Press Paint sponge lightly on the surface to reveal the outline of the curls.

Glue a piece of bobbin lace with hot glue around the bark trunks 

Make stencils from strong cardboard for the leaves, press on Natural paper Transfer and cut out. Paint the leaf veins with a fine brush and Handicraft paint
accentuate the edges with a Paint sponge and. When dry, decorate the leaves evenly in one direction into the wreath and glue them on.

Glue the mushrooms in pairs into the wreath. Tie six small bast bundles and fix them together with the acorns evenly distributed on the wreath.

Article number Article name Qty
617703 VBS Rattan wreath, natural green 1
611527 VBS Polystyrene ball, Ø 3 cm 2
611534 VBS Polystyrene ball, Ø 4 cm 2
842051-25 VBSAcrylic Structure Paste "Lightweight structure"250 ml 1
650984 Natural bast, natural colour 1

Article information:



970373 VBS Handicraft scissors "Pointed" 1
970020 VBS Side cutter 1
661140 VBS Wooden sticks "Nature" 1
131056 VBS Plastic spatula, 5 parts 1
330350 VBS Painting sponges, 3 pieces 1
120371-10 VBS Flat brush "Easy-Brush"Size 10/10 mm 1
120364-04 VBS Brush with round tip "Easy Brush"Size 04/3,4 mm 1
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